Expose *4 sq.m 1 000 € / 3 Days / 3 Guests
- 3 tickets for the Congress in Munich, including buffet tables and tasting of elite drinks;
- Area for installation of showroom (expose zone) 4 sq.m .;
- Transfer from Munich airport and back;
- Meals (breakfasts, business lunches, coffee breaks, entertainment, closed tables, model
show);
- The work of the promo-model (if necessary);
- Manufacturing, installation, dismantling of the advertising facade;
- The presence of a logo and the publication of a small text of the company in
brochures, leaflets, in dispatches, advertisements, banners, etc .;
- Placing on all information platforms: banners, flags, etc .;
- Publications on the website congress-realty.com;
- Rights to use the logo and inscriptions during the entire period of the Congress;
- In the future - transfer of rights to use photos provided by Congress from events;
- Special conditions for advertising in A4 / 4C format or in an editorial magazine in the
program (up to 20,000 copies);
- References in the channels of social media congress;
- Showing of the exhibition of the exposition of participants of the Congress,
subsequently free of charge open for viewing throughout the year for an unlimited
number of persons;
Presentations of the company-client of the Expose package for 4 sq.m:
- 06.10.18
- on the official Cocktail Preparty in the hotel Bayrisches Hof 5 * - 100 persons.
- 07.10.18
- Attend a press conference with journalists;
- Presse Club Marienplatz München - 150 persons;
- Oktoberfest Lowenbraun - 200 persons;

- 08.10.18
- Nymphenburg Palace of Munich - 500 persons;
- Presentations from the stage;
- Presentation in the exposition area;
- Presentation in the round-table of partners.
- 09.10.18
- Registration of participants;
- Round tables and completion of transactions of participants;
- Property Tour Pflege Immobilien and Pflege franchise;
- A trip with an accompanying person on a bus on real estate objects in the framework
of the tour tour;
- Property Tour 20 ways of investing for citizenship;
- Panoramic walking tour of Munich, free time Shopping Tour, possibly accompanied by
a consultant;
- Bicycle excursion tour of mysterious Munich, Masonic Order (with rainfall replacement
for a pedestrian tour).

